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Women are under-represented on most top jobs

I In 2017, men accounted for 94% of CEOs in Forbes 500 firms
and more than 77% of the world’s parliamentarians.

I Labor force participation, education, career expectations
converge, career-inequality remains (Goldin 2006, 2014)
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Potential Explanations

I Job promotion for a woman causes more stress and strain on
the household (Becker1977, Johnson and Skinner 1986)

I In surveys, women who ”have it all” report lower average
scores on life satisfaction and emotional well-being than
women who ”only” have a family (Bertrand 2013)

I Women hold back in their own careers to avoid becoming
more successful than their husbands (Bertrand, Kamenica,
and Pan 2015)

I Women are more likely than men to refrain from seeking top
jobs because of household pressures (Silberman 2015)
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Motivation

I Does promotion to a top job affect marriage duration?

I Promotion leads to lower marriage durability (divorce) for
women, not for men.

I Why?

I Labor market has become more progressive, couple formation
has not!
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Register data & LISA

I Based on mandatory personal ID codes, no self-reporting.

I Yearly observations for 1982-2012, also for spouses.

I All marriages, divorces, children, etc.
I Two political jobs and one private sector job.

I CEO (2002-2012)
I Mayors and parliamentarians (1991-2010)
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Empirical approach

I Sample of top contenders for the two political top jobs: mayor
and parliamentarian

I Parliamentarians: marginal ranks on all ballots
I Mayors: top-ranked individuals on ballots of left and right bloc
I Only first-time position holders
I Married in t-4, 70% of men, 61% of women

I Compute probability to remaining married among treated and
not treated in yearly register data.

I (t − 4) to (t + 8), promotion event in t = 0.

I Balance on pre-treatment observables.

I Parallell trends in pre-treatment earnings.
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Seeking for causality

I Claim 1 Electoral results sometimes deliver quasi-random
variation in job promotions between two observable MP
candidates.

I Potential margin of variation between the last elected person
and the first unelected one.

I Claim 2 Since the largest party in the governing bloc
appoints the mayor, narrow electoral results between the blocs
deliver as-good-as-random variation in which of the two rivals
wins.

I Thus, to capture the degree of exogenous variation in
promotion, we construct two variables: ”close” and ”very
close”.
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Pre-promotion traits
Test for randomness of promotions

Figure 1: Comparison of pre-promotion traits
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Pre-promotion traits
Unbalanced traits

The women who become candidates for top jobs have relatively
progressive divisions of paid labor in their households, while most
male candidates have traditional divisions of paid labor.

Figure 2: Distribution of the politicians pre-promotion share of total
household earnings
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Pre-promotion traits
Unbalanced traits

Figure 3: Spousal gaps in age and parental leave
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Regression analysis

I Estimate the difference in differences model for the probability
to remain married in t (-4 to +8) between promoted
individuals Pi ,t = 1 and non-promoted Pi ,t = 0.

Yi ,t = β1 ∗ Pi ,t + β2 ∗Wi + β3(Pi ,t ∗Wi) + (Si ,t ∗Wi) +
Si ,t + (τt ∗Wi) + τt + εi ,t

I Yi,t : 1 for persons who remained married to their spouse three
years after the promotion event

I Wi : dummy for female sex
I Si,t : control for belonging to the parliamentary sample
I τt : fixed effects for each election
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Results
I Promotion reduces the probability that women will remain

married by 5 to 11 percentage points.

Figure 4: Estimated effect of promotion on the probability of
remaining married
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Promotion and trends in marriage durability

Figure 5: The effect of political promotion on remaining married
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CEO promotions
I For the job of CEO we do not have information about

unsuccessful job applicants. The analysis is therefore
restricted to a description of marriage durability among
promoted men and women.

Figure 6: Event study of promotions and marriage durability for
politicians (left) and CEOs (right)
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Possible mechanisms for why a promotion is destabilizing
in women’s marriages but not in men’s

I We focus on the three household-level variables presented
before: household type in terms of the division of paid labor,
division of parental leave, and spousal age gap.
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Traditional at home, progressive at work: A recipe for
divorce
Division of paid labor

Figure 7: Marriage durability effect by pre-promotion household type
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Traditional at home, progressive at work: A recipe for
divorce
Division of paid labor

I Because the norm in the marriage market is to have a
traditional division of earnings, moves in this direction could
make the marriage more durable, and moves in the reverse
traditional direction could make it less durable.

Figure 8: Divorce rates and transitions between household types
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Traditional at home, progressive at work: A recipe for
divorce
Spousal age gap

Figure 9: Marriage durability and promotions by the marriage age gap
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Traditional at home, progressive at work: A recipe for
divorce
Division of parental leave

Figure 10: Marriage durability and promotions by the wife’s share of total
parental leave
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Divorce and future well-being

I Divorced women have better future career outcomes than
those who remain married.

Figure 11: Future career and marriage market developments by gender,
promotion, and divorce
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Career success and divorce in four occupations

I To examine the external validity of our finding

Figure 12: Proportion of divorced individuals by gender, occupation,
and career performance.
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Conclusion

I In Sweden, a country committed to the dual earner family, the
promotion to a top job dramatically increases the probability
of divorce among women, but not among men.

I Gender traditional couple formation is an obstacle to gender
equality in top jobs.

I Norms and policies that give a more gender equal pattern of
couple formation may also give more women in top jobs.
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Thanks!
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